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About This Game

Hairy Little Buggers is a Simulation-Management game about cheeky Dwarves. Protect your dwarves as they dig tunnels, craft
tools & fight battles. Watch as they build workshops & bedrooms, farms & great halls! Train your warriors & protect against

goblins!

Features

Survive barren deserts, frozen wastelands and ashen plains!

Manage your dwarves physical AND emotional needs!

Build your way from stone blocks to shining steel!

8+ hours of gameplay!

Bad puns, rude jokes and cheeky humour!

Do you like simulation management games and enjoy laughing at poop jokes? Then do I have the game for you!
Picture dwarf fortress, but if it was made by a team that was drunk half the time.

Welcome to the world of Hairy Little Buggers!
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hairy little buggers

I have played many versions of Trackmania. However, this bugged out mess felt as though it was made with the sole intention of
killing the die hard fans.
-DoItAll on Youtube. This one makes me laugh and get very angry.

. [Positive!]
[1] Amazing Battle System (\uff89 \u25d5\u30ee\u25d5)\uff89 *:\uff65\uff9f\u2727
[2] Nice Backgrounds
[3] Replayable (\u3065 \uffe3 \u00b3\uffe3)\u3065
[4] Hard Boss Battles \uff08\u301c^\u2207^)\u301c

[Neutral!]
[1] History is kinda simple. For a novel, of course.
[2] Enemy models are over-reused. \u3034(\u22cb_\u22cc)\u3035

[Negative!]
[1] The music for battle could be better. It's feels like 'everything is peaceful' while i'm between hordes of monsters! (HAHAH)
( \u0ca0\u76ca\u0ca0)

Final: 7.5. It does not look like the pictures. I do not recommend to buy it even on sales.

So this is my first experience with the game;

-Joins a server called "d*ck *ss"
-Hears a character saying sniper in a average sound
-HEADSHOT! HEADSHOT! HEADSHOT!
-Everyone swearing in the chat

So, i really didn't like it.
. The DLC comes with a few different versions of the flying scotsman, the engine looks and sounds good. About the only bad
thing about it is it's hard to see anything in the cab because it's too dark.. If You Enjoy really fast-paced games, YOU NEED
THIS. Wish There was a multiplayer vs mode tho.
. nice game, give card drops. Whats not to like?. This game has a special place in the history of Steam, being the cheapest game
available. It has also special place on SteamGifts and in my heart!

The gameplay is simple but surprisingly addictive. You are a knight, tasked to capture enemy forts on a map. You conquer land
and anything placed on it simply by drawing a closed line around it, but there be dragons and enemy towers out there to get you.
As long as you don't leave the borderline, you're safe though - until time runs out!

You owe it it to yourself to try hard and earn the right to play Fortix!

For what it's worth, it's fun!

Once achievements are at 100% completion however, which isn't extremely hard, you may not feel much incentive to play it
further, especially if you own Fortix 2. Unless you are into leaderboard and want to beat me :) Make no mistake, though - it is
actually challenging to earn a really high score. Maps have a time limit, so this is not a matter of simple grinding for more
score.. quot;Lost Song" isnt as complex as "Accel World VS. Sword Art Online Deluxe Edition"
What you can do in compaired with AW vs SAO, is way less, But there is one thing i realy dislike in AWvsSAO and thats that
you will get lost (no pointmarkers to where to go next).
you cant fly and do spells anymore, the grabbing and holstering weapons are instant.

Even that doesnt matter mutch. its to bad but hey its a low budget in comparison to Hollow Realisation or Fatal bullet.
I mean those 2 versions are Huuuuuuuuuuuge.
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Lost song is easy in where to go next.
its cheap (in price).
I still enjoy it.
Feels dead in the city.
Lots of places you cant go but are going into in the story.
its as tricky to stay alive as the other sao's in hardcore mode)

Love it for being sao
Play it for the enjoyment
playing with an controller on this version for the gameplay

No regrets.
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Wish i could play it as the trailer looked interesting. everytime i try i get stuck on a screen with a deer eating grass. No matter
how long i wait or what keys I press nothing happens. When i open task manager to force close the game i find i cant click
anything and no key commands work. I have to hard reboot my pc for anything to work again.. 0\/10 not enough rpgs

just kidding it's a good game but I suck at it. Golf with your Friends - a game where you slowly break down all of the
foundations of your deep and meaningful friendships via smashing different colored and shaped balls together.. Must have VR
game!
I've played all the boxing VR games, this is my favorite offline and the only one with online.
Feel free to add me if you download, im always looking for a fight
. 95\/100

Although I am a big fan of city building games. I have played many of them.
I felt bad at the first, as this game does not have people walking on city roads.
Other than notifications you do not see people.
*** BUT STILL, this GAME WON my heart! ***
I have spent just a Euro to purchase it due to the discount.
And I am having 8 hours of beautiful time already.
I am sure It will keep making me happy for another 10-15 hours.
Guys just go for it, spend the first 15 minutes properly learning the mechanics of the game.
TOWNPOLIS needs first 15 mins to be attentive to understand it.
Then after you get the mechanics of the game, you just keep playing :)
8\/10 for this game.. I have been a fan of the Ben 10 franchise ever since the first episode came out. I have also watched every
single Ben 10 episode from the classic to Omniverse, and played almost half of the games released for the franchise. Despite
being a fanatic of the Ben 10 franchise, however, I wouldn't recommend buying this game for the current price ($30).

If you are expecting to relive your childhood for a good 10-20 hours (even if you despise the Reboot but just want the latest Ben
10 game) and have the $30 to spare, sure go buy it now! If you're not a big fan and just want to play the game for what it is, just
wait for a sale.

I don't regret spending $30 for this game, but I also don't urge people to spend the same amount if they are expecting a lot of
content. The game has replayability value but initial gameplay will just last up to 5 hours at most. Within those first 5 hours, you
can already unlock all 10 aliens and fully upgrade them.

The alien line-up in the game:

1. Four Arms
2. Overflow (introduced in the Reboot; seems like a combo of Water Hazard and Gutrot)
3. Upgrade
4. Cannonbolt
5. Diamond Head
6. Grey Matter
7. XLR8
8. Heatblast
9. Stinkfly (Looks like a skinny humanoid Big Chill)
10. Wildvine

The game's story has 3 main arcs. The first arc is to defeat Zombozo. In this first arc, players will learn the game mechanics and
the game will aid the player in making decisions. In the second arc, the player must defeat Queen Bee. This arc assumes that the
player has got the hang of the game and how to use the Omnitrix. The third and final arc requires the player to defeat the
Weatherhead Prime. This arc can be hard if your movement is funky, and you'll find yourself doing tedious movements and
battles around the same types of scenery.
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Each arc has 2 levels, totaling to 6 levels in the game. Each level can last up to 30-45 minutes if the player decides to explore.

When it comes to unlocking aliens, you immediately start off with Four Arms, Heatblast, and Cannonbolt. Throughout the first
level, you will unlock Grey Matter. In the second level, you will unlock Wildvine and XLR8. In the third level, you will unlock
Upgrade and Overflow. The 4th level will reward you with Diamond Head, and the 5th level will reward you with Stinkfly right
at the start. The final level will be your chance to fully upgrade half of your transformations before you take on the final boss.

My overall ratings for this game are:

Content: 5\/10
Replayability: 7\/10
Variety: 10\/10 because alien forms
Uniqueness: 5\/10
Difficulty: 4\/10

Overall rating: 6\/10

I wish they would release all the other Ben 10 games here rather than making them exclusive to consoles...
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